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DETAILED ACTION 

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103 

1. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all 

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action: 

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set 
forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and 
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the 
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. 
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made. 

2. Claim1-16,18, and 19 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being 

unpatentable over Iwema et al. (US PGPub US2004/0021701a1), in view of Microsoft 

Word. 

As to claim 1, Iwema et al. discloses a method of automatically adjusting 

the electronic ink height of an electronic highlighter device, comprising: the use of 

an the electronic pen for functioning as an electronic highlighter device (See Fig. 

5; page 5, paragraphs 0055); engaging the electronic pen with a computer- 

displayed object (See Fig. 5; page 6, paragraphs 0056). Accordingly, Iwema et 

al. does not expressly teach the determining the height of the computer- 

displayed object; and setting the electronic ink height of the electronic pen to the 

determined height. 

However, Microsoft Word teaches the method of determining the height of 

the computer-displayed object (See Fig. 1 and 2; when selecting the object (Test) 

using the mouse, the font size will be displace in the font box); Microsoft Word 

discloses the setting the electronic ink height by using the mouse to determined 

the height of the object (See Fig. 1 and 2). Therefore, it would have been 
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obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to utilize 

the electronic pen in the system of Iwema et al., in view of the teaching in the 

Microsoft Word reference, because the motivation for modifying the references or 

to combine the reference teachings would have enabled the electronic pen to 

function as a highlighter device to edit, replace or show the size of the object for 

formatting. 

As to claim 2, Iwema et al. discloses the engaging the electronic 

highlighter pen with a computer-displayed object includes engaging the electronic 

highlighting device with a computer-displayed text selection (See Fig. 3; page 5, 

paragraphs 0054). 

As to claim 3, Iwema et al. discloses the computer-displayed text selection 

includes a typed text selection (See Fig. 3; page 5, paragraphs 0051). 

As to claim 4, Iwema et al. discloses the computer-displayed text selection 

includes a handwritten text selection (See Fig. 3; page 5, paragraphs 0051). 

As to claim 5, Iwema et al. discloses the engaging the electronic 

highlighter pen with a computer-displayed object includes engaging the electronic 

highlighter device with a computer-displayed image (See Fig. 3; page 5, 

paragraphs 0054). 

As to claim 6, Iwema et al. discloses the engaging the electronic 

highlighter device with a computer-displayed object includes touching a tip of the 

electronic pen to the computer-displayed object (See Fig. 3; page 5, paragraphs 

0051). 
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As to claim 7, Iwema et al. discloses the engaging the electronic 

highlighter device with a computer-displayed object includes touching a tip of the 

electronic pen to the computer-displayed text selection (See Fig. 3; page 5, 

paragraphs 0051). 

As to claim 8, Iwema et al. discloses the touching a tip of the electronic 

pen to a computer-displayed text selection includes touching a tip of the 

electronic pen to a computer-displayed typed text selection (See Fig. 3; page 5, 

paragraphs 0051). 

As to claim 9, Iwema et al. discloses the touching a tip of the electronic 

pen to a computer-displayed text selection includes touching a tip of the 

electronic pen to a computer-displayed handwritten text selection (See Fig. 3; 

page 5, paragraphs 0051). 

As to claim 10, Iwema et al. discloses the touching a tip of the electronic 

pen to a computer-displayed text selection includes touching a tip of the 

electronic pen to a computer-displayed typed image (See Fig. 3; page 5, 

paragraphs 0051). 

As to claim 11, Microsoft Word discloses the determining the height of the 

computer-displayed object includes determining the height of a computer- 

displayed text selection (See Fig. 1 and 2; when selection of the object is made, 

the height of the object is displayed in the font size box). In addition, the same 

motivation is used as the rejection for claim 1. 
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As to claim 12, Microsoft Word discloses the determining the height of the 

computer-displayed text selection includes determining the height of a computer- 

displayed typed text selection (See Fig. 1 and 2; when selection of the typed text 

is made, the height of the typed text is displayed in the font size box). In 

addition, the same motivation is used as the rejection for claim 1. 

As to claim 13, Microsoft Word discloses the determining the height of the 

computer-displayed typed text selection includes determining the height of the 

computer-displayed text selection based on a font size of the computer-displayed 

typed text selection (See Fig. 1 and 2; when selection of the typed text is made, 

the height is determined of the typed text is displayed in the font size box). In 

addition, the same motivation is used as the rejection for claim 1. 

As to claim 14, Iwema et al. discloses determining the height of the 

computer-displayed text selection includes determining the height of a computer- 

displayed handwritten text selection (See Page 7; paragraphs 0068). 

As to claim 15, Iwema et al. discloses determining the height of a 

computer-displayed handwritten text selection includes determining an average 

height of the computer-displayed handwritten text selection without considering 

the length of any ascending or any descending character segments of any 

characters comprising the computer-displayed handwritten text selection ( See 

Page 3, paragraphs 0037). 

As to claim 16, Iwema et al. discloses determining the height of the 

computer-displayed handwritten text selection includes determining the height of 
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the computer-displayed handwritten text selection based on the maximum height 

of the computer-displayed handwritten text selection including the length of any 

ascending or any descending character segments of any characters comprising 

the computer-displayed handwritten text selection (See Fig. 5; page 6, paragraph 

0059). 

As to claim 18, Microsoft Word discloses the distributing of electronic ink 

at the determined height onto the computer-displayed object (See Fig. 1 and 2; 

when setting the font size in the font size box, then the electronic ink can be 

distributed at the determined height). In addition, the same motivation is used as 

the rejection for claim 1. 

As to claim 19, Iwema et al. discloses the selecting an electronic pen for 

functioning as an electronic highlighter device includes selecting an electronic 

mousing device for functioning as an electronic highlighter device (See Fig.5; 

page 6, paragraph 0056); and whereby engaging the electronic pen with a 

computer-displayed object includes focusing a cursor of the electronic mousing 

device over the computer-displayed object and clicking the electronic mousing 

device for distributing electronic ink onto the computer-displayed object (See 

Fig.5; page 6, paragraph 0059). 

3.     Claim 17 rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Iwema et 

al. (US PGPub US2004/0021701a1) to Microsoft Word, in further view of Lui (US Patent 

6,683,600 B1). 
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As to claim 17, claim limitation according to claim 11 are met by Iwema et 

al. and Microsoft Word, in further view of Lui (US Patent 6,683,600 B1). Lui 

discloses if the computer-displayed text selection is displayed on a computer- 

generated display having rule lines, determining the height of the computer- 

displayed text selection to be the distance between a pair of rule lines displayed 

on the computer-generated display (See Fig. 4; column 7). Therefore, it would 

have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the 

invention to utilize Lui teaching, because the motivation for modifying the 

references or to combine the reference teachings would have given electronic 

pen the capability as a highlighter device to function in different modes for 

formatting between the pair of rule lines. 

4.     Claim 20-42 and 44 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable 

over Iwema et al. (US PGPub US2004/0021701a1), in view of Microsoft Word. 

As to claims 20, Iwema et al. discloses a method of automatically 

adjusting the electronic ink height of an electronic highlighter device, comprising: 

selecting an electronic input device for functioning as an electronic highlighter 

device (See Fig. 5, page 5, paragraphs 0055, line 1-18); engaging the electronic 

highlighter device with a computer-displayed object (See Fig. 5; page 6, 

paragraphs 0056); Accordingly, Iwema et al. does not expressly teach the 

determining the height of the computer-displayed object; and setting the 

electronic ink height of the electronic pen to the determined height. 
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However, Microsoft Word teaches the method of determining the height of 

the computer-displayed object (see Fig. 1 arid 2; when selecting the object (Test) 

using the mouse, the font size will be displace in the font box); Microsoft Word 

discloses the setting the electronic ink height by using the mouse to determined 

the height of the object (see Fig. 1 and 2). Therefore, it would have been 

obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to utilize 

the electronic input device in the system of Iwema et al., in view of the teaching 

in the Microsoft Word reference, because the motivation for modifying the 

references or to combine the reference teachings would have enabled the 

electronic pen to function as a highlighter device to edited, replaced or show the 

size of the object for formatting. 

As to claim 21, Iwema et al. discloses the engaging the electronic 

highlighter device with a computer-displayed object includes engaging the 

electronic highlighting device with a computer-displayed text selection (See Fig. 

3; page 5, paragraphs 0054). 

As to claim 22, Iwema et al. discloses the computer-displayed text 

selection includes a typed text selection (See Fig. 3; page 5, paragraphs 0051). 

As to claim 23, Iwema et al. discloses the computer-displayed text 

selection includes a handwritten text selection (See Fig. 3; page 5, paragraphs 

0051). 

As to claim 24, Iwema et al. discloses the engaging the electronic 

highlighter pen with a computer-displayed object includes engaging the electronic 
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highlighter device with a computer-displayed image (See Fig. 3; page 5, 

paragraphs 0054). 

As to claim 25, Iwema et al. discloses the electronic highlighter device 

includes an electronic pen (See Fig. 5; page 5, paragraphs 0055). 

As to claim 26, Iwema et al. discloses the engaging the electronic 

highlighter device with a computer-displayed object includes touching a tip of the 

electronic pen to the computer-displayed object (See Fig. 3, page 5, paragraphs 

0051, line 9-13). 

As to claim 27, Iwema et al. discloses the engaging the electronic 

highlighter device with a computer-displayed object includes touching a tip of the 

electronic pen to the computer-displayed text selection (See Fig. 3; page 5, 

paragraphs 0051). 

As to claim 28, Iwema et al. discloses the touching a tip of the electronic 

pen to a computer-displayed text selection includes touching a tip of the 

electronic pen to a computer-displayed typed text selection (See Fig. 3; page 5, 

paragraphs 0051). 

As to claim 29, Iwema et al. discloses the touching a tip of the electronic 

pen to a computer-displayed text selection includes touching a tip of the 

electronic pen to a computer-displayed handwritten text selection (See Fig. 3; 

page 5, paragraphs 0051). 

As to claim 30, Iwema et al. discloses the touching a tip of the electronic 

pen to a computer-displayed text selection includes touching a tip of the 
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electronic pen to a computer-displayed typed image (See Fig. 3; page 5, 

paragraphs 0051). 

As to claim 31, Iwema et al. discloses the electronic highlighter device 

includes an electronic mousing device (See Fig. 5; page 6, paragraphs 0056). 

As to claim 32, Microsoft Word discloses engaging the electronic 

highlighter device with a computer-displayed object includes focusing a mousing 

device cursor on the computer-displayed object (See Fig. 1 and 2; it will be 

appreciated that the object is highlighted by the mousing cursor); and clicking 

the mousing device (See Fig. 1 and 2; it will be appreciated that by clicking the 

mouse would highlight the object). In addition, the same motivation is used as 

the rejection for claim 1. 

As to claim 33, Microsoft Word discloses the focusing mousing device 

cursor on the computer-displayed object includes focusing the mousing device 

cursor on a computer-displayed text selection (See Fig. 1 and 2; it will be 

appreciated that the text is highlighted by the mousing cursor). In addition, the 

same motivation is used as the rejection for claim 1. 

As to claim 34, Microsoft Word discloses the focusing of mousing device 

cursor on the computer-displayed object includes focusing the mousing device 

cursor on a computer-displayed typed text selection (See Fig. 1 and 2; it will be 

appreciated that the typed text is highlighted by the mousing cursor). In addition, 

the same motivation is used as the rejection for claim 1. 
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As to claim 35, Iwema et al. discloses the focusing of mousing device 

cursor on the computer-displayed text selection includes focusing the mousing 

device cursor on a computer-displayed handwritten text selection (See Fig. 5; 

page 6, paragraph 0059). 

As to claim 36, Microsoft Word discloses the focusing of mousing device 

cursor on the computer-displayed object includes focusing the mousing device 

cursor on a computer-displayed image (See Fig. 1 and 2; it will be appreciated 

that the image is highlighted by the mousing cursor).   In addition, the same 

motivation is used as the rejection for claim 1. 

As to claim 37, Microsoft Word discloses the determining the height of the 

computer-displayed object includes determining the height of a computer- 

displayed text selection (See Fig. 1 and 2; it will be appreciated the correct size 

or height of the object or text being highlighted). In addition, the same motivation 

is used as the rejection for claim 1. 

As to claim 38, Microsoft Word discloses the determining the height of the 

computer-displayed text selection includes determining the height of a computer- 

displayed typed text selection (See Fig. 1 and 2; it will be appreciated the correct 

size or height of the text or typed text being highlighted). In addition, the same 

motivation is used as the rejection for claim 1. 

• As to claim 39, Microsoft Word discloses the determining the height of the 

computer- displayed typed text selection includes determining the height of the 

computer-displayed text selection based on the font size of the computer- 
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displayed typed text selection (See Fig. 1 and 2; it will be appreciated the correct 

size or height of the object or text being highlighted base on the font size box). 

As to claim 40, Iwema et al. discloses the determining the height of the 

computer-displayed text selection includes determining the height of a computer- 

displayed handwritten text selection (See Fig. 5; page 6, paragraph 0059). In 

addition, the same motivation is used as the rejection for claim 1. 

As to claim 41, Iwema et al. discloses the determining the height of a 

computer-displayed handwritten text selection includes determining an average 

height of the computer-displayed handwritten text selection without considering 

the length of any ascending or any descending character segments of any 

characters comprising the computer-displayed handwritten text selection (See 

Fig. 10; page 6, paragraph 0059). 

As to claim 42, Iwema et al. discloses the determining the height of the 

computer-displayed handwritten text selection includes determining the height of 

the computer-displayed handwritten text selection based on the maximum height 

of the computer-displayed handwritten text selection including the length of any 

ascending or any descending character segments of any characters comprising 

the computer-displayed handwritten text selection (See Fig. 10; page 6, 

paragraph 0059). 

As to claim 44, Microsoft Word discloses the distributing of electronic ink 

at the determined height onto the computer-displayed object (See Fig. 1 and 2; 

when setting the font size in the font size box, then the electronic ink can be 
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distributed at the determined height). In addition, the same motivation is used as 

the rejection for claim 1. 

5. Claim 43 rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Iwema et 

al, (US PGPub US2004/0021701a1) to Microsoft Word, in further view of Lui (US Patent 

6,683,600 B1). 

As to claim 43, claim limitation according to claim 37 are met by Iwema et 

al. and Microsoft Word, further in view of Lui (US Patent 6,683,600 B1). Lui 

discloses if the computer-displayed text selection is displayed on a computer- 

generated display having rule lines, determining the height of the computer- 

displayed text selection to be the distance between a pair of rule lines displayed 

on the computer-generated display (See Fig. 4; column 7, line 5-26). Therefore, it 

would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the 

invention to utilize Lui teaching, because the motivation for modifying the 

references or to combine the reference teachings would have enabled to show 

the correct height of the computer-displayed text selection to be the distance 

between the pair of rule lines. 

6. Claim 45-47 rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Iwema 

et al. (US PGPub US2004/0021701a1), further in view of Microsoft Word. 

As to claims 45, Iwema et al. discloses a computer-readable medium 

containing computer-executable instructions which when executed by a computer 

automatically adjust the electronic ink height of an electronic highlighter device, 

comprising: selecting an electronic pen for functioning as an electronic highlighter 
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device (See Fig. 5; page 5, paragraphs 0055); engaging the electronic pen with 

a computer-displayed object (See Fig. 5; page 6, paragraphs 0056). Accordingly, 

Iwema et al. does not expressly teach the determining the height of the 

computer-displayed object; and setting the electronic ink height of the electronic 

pen to the determined height. 

However, Microsoft Word teaches the method of determining the height of 

the computer-displayed object (see Fig. 1 and 2; when selecting the object (Test) 

using the mouse, the font size will be displace in the font box); Microsoft Word 

discloses the setting the electronic ink height by using the mouse to determined 

the height of the object (see Fig. 1 and 2). Therefore, it would have been 

obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to utilize 

the electronic pen in the system of Iwema et al., in view of the teaching in the 

Microsoft Word reference, because the motivation for modifying the references or 

to combine the reference teachings would have enabled the electronic pen to 

function as a highlighter device to edited, replaced or show the size of the object 

for formatting. 

As to claim 46, Microsoft Word discloses the distributing of electronic ink 

at the determined height onto the computer-displayed object (See Fig. 1 and 2; 

when setting the font size in the font size box, then the electronic ink can be 

distributed at the determined height). In addition, the same motivation is used as 

the rejection for claim 1. 
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As to claim 47, Iwema et al. discloses the selecting an electronic pen for 

functioning as an electronic highlighter device includes selecting an electronic 

mousing device for functioning as an electronic highlighter device (See Fig.5; 

page 6, paragraph 0056); and whereby engaging the electronic pen with a 

computer-displayed object includes focusing a cursor of the electronic mousing 

device over the computer-displayed object and clicking the electronic mousing 

device for distributing electronic ink onto the computer-displayed object (See 

Fig.5; page 6, paragraph 0059). 

Conclusion 

5. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from 

the examiner should be directed to Tien Phan whose telephone number is 571 

27Q 3309. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Friday 7:30am to 

5:00pm. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the 

examiner's supervisor, Derrick Ferris can be reached on 571 272 3123. The fax 

phone number for the organization where this application or proceeding is 

assigned is 571-273-8300. 
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from 

the Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information 

for published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public 

PAIR. Status information for unpublished applications is available through 

Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair- 

direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR 

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll- 

free). If you would like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service 

Representative or access to the automated information system, call 800-786- 

9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000. Ar\ 
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